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RESULT OF DATA ANALYSIS 

No Form of Jargon Amount Percentage 

1 Word 63 57% 

2 Phrase 21 19% 

3 Compounding 23 21% 

4 Abbreviation 2 2% 

5 Blending 1 1% 

 Total 110 100% 

 

APPENDIX 1 

Jargons Used among Bartenders at The Glass House Restaurant-Sanur  

Jargons from Checklist  

NO JARGONS 

1 beverages 

2 supplies 

3 garnish  

4 glassware 

5 utensils 

6 bar display 

7 bar hand tools 

8 sink 

9 ice wells 

10 speed rack 

11 glass rack 

12 bar table 

13 preparation 

14 liqueur  

15 service 

16 welcome drink 

17 cocktail napkin 

18 chiller 

19 shaker  

20 strainer  

21 mixing glass  

22 jigger 

23 pourer 

24 cork screw 

25 muddler  

26 ice tong 

27 ice crusher  

28 hand squeezer 

29 zester/ peeler  

30 funnel  

31 relish fork  

32 water goblet 
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33 brandy snifter  

34 champagne  

35 cocktail  

36 irish coffee 

37 sour glass 

38 margarita  

39 poco grande 

40 hurricane 

41 collin  

42 polishing 

43 clear-up 

44 groceries 

45 taking order  

46 mixing drink 

47 serving drink  

48 check satisfaction  

49 upselling 

50 wine  

51 mocktail (squash)  

52 stirring  

53 long bar spoon  

54 martini  

55 strain 

56 shaking  

57 blending  

58 muddling 

59 frappe 

60 par-stock  

61 beverage requisitions 

62 blend  

63 grind 

64 long drink  

65 simple syrup 

66 mug  

67 proof 

68 pouring drink 

69 on the rock  

70 pitcher 

71 sparkling  

72 spot  

73 sugar lip  

74 sugar rim  

75 under liner   

76 spirit 
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Jargons from Observation 

1 bitters 

2 burnt 

3 call drink 

4 chaser 

5 dash 

6 layer 

7 shooter 

8 dirty 

9 flame 

10 premium  

11 rim  

12 float 

13 frost 

14 rock  

15 sangria 

16 neat 

17 pony 

18 free pour 

19 sour 

20 aperitif cocktail 

21 pub 

22 well-drink 

23 virgin 

24 toddy 

25 order pad 

26 ale 

27 citronelle syrup 

28 filtering beer 

29 langer 

30 frappe 

31 GPA 

32 V.S.O.P 

33 brut / nature  

34 extra dry 

 

APPENDIX 2 

THE MEANING OF JARGONS 

NO JARGONS SECTION MEANING 

1 beverages  (I) All of the drink such as alcohol and 

non-alcohol drink at the bar. 

2 supplies  (I) Supplies are important 

complementary ingredients of a drink 

that are needed for preparation in 

making and serving drinks. 
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3 garnish  (I) Garnish is a drink decoration made 

from fruit which serves to make the 

drink more attractive so that guests 

are interested to taste the drink in the 

bar. 

4 glassware  (T) This is a very important tool and 

must be available at the bar because it 

is the types of glasses needed in the 

bar to serve drinks to guests at the 

bar. 

5 utensils  (T) Utensils are small tools used in bars 

and these tools are easy to move to 

other places in the bar area. The 

examples of utensils are jigger, fruit 

knife, stirrer, and also long bar spoon. 

6 bar display  (T) Bar display is the most attractive part 

in the bar and is used promotion the 

bar. The function of bar display is as 

a place to put various types of drinks 

that is sold at the bar and also as a 

place to put glassware. 

7 bar hand tools  (T) Any kind of small equipment used by 

bartenders to make various types of 

mixed drinks. The examples of bar 

hand tools are shakers, strainers, 

pourers and measuring. 

8 sink  (T) Bar equipment made of stainless steel 

which the function as a place to wash 

bar equipment and it is equipped with 

hot and cold water. 

9 ice wells  (T) This is a tool used to make ice cubes. 

10 speed rack  (T) A place used by bartenders to put 

bottles or syrup to make it easier for 

bartenders in mixing and make drinks 

for the guest. 

11 glass rack  (T) This is a bar utensil that is used as a 

place to put glassware on the bar. 

12 bar table  (T) Table in the bar and usually the 

function is to enjoy the drink. The 

example is bar counter. 

13 preparation  (M) Bartender activities in preparing bar 

before it open such as cleaning the 

bar area, preparing the drinks and 

making garnishes.  

14 liqueur  (KD) Spirit or alcoholic drinks added with 

fruit or herb flavors such as ginger. 

The taste is sweet.  

15 service  (S) In the hotel terms, especially in bar 

service is serving or treat the guest 
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and provide the products to guests. 

The service provided must be good. 

16 welcome drink  (KD) It is a non-alcoholic drink served to 

guests who have just come to the 

hotel or in the bar, It is also served to 

guests if there is a special event at a 

bar or hotel. 

17 cocktail napkin  (T) This type of napkin always found in 

the bar made from paper or linens 

and the function is to keep the guest’s 

hand dry from condensation in the 

glass.  

18 chiller  (T) Refrigerator and the function is to 

make the beverage cool. 

19 shaker  (T) The tool used to mix drinks with the 

shaking method. 

20 strainer  (T) Filtering is used to strain ice foam or 

other substance from the drinks. 

21 mixing glass  (T) It is required to mix the ingredients 

for long drinks 

22 jigger  (T) Is used to measure the spirit or liquor.  

23 pourer (T) Special tool made from rubber or can 

be made from plastic that is attached 

to the top of the bottle. 

24 cork screw  (T) Tool used to open wine cork. 

25 muddler  (T) Used by bartender to muddling fruits 

herbs in order to release flavor. 

26 ice tong  (T) Tool used by bartender to add ice or 

garnish to the drinks. 

27 ice crusher  (T) A tool used to crush ice cubes. 

28 hand squeezer  (T) A tool used to make fruit juice for 

drinks in the bar. 

29 zester/ peeler  (T) The tool used to make garnish which 

is lemon peel. 

30 funnel  (T) A tool used for putting drink into 

bottle so that the drink does not spill. 

31 relish fork   (T) A tool used to take garnishes on 

bottles. 

32 water goblet  (T) The type of glassware at the bar used 

to serve mineral water. 

33 brandy snifter   (T) The type of glass and it is used to 

served brandy or cognac in the bar. 

34 champagne  (KD) The alcoholic wine is made in the 

champagne region in France. 

35 cocktail  (KD) The term which means alcoholic 

drinks at the bar. 

36 irish coffee (KD) One type of alcoholic beverage is 

made from whiskey, coffee, cream 

and also sugar or simple syrup. 
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37 sour glass (T) This is also called sour glass 

whiskey. This is the type of glass in 

the bar that is used to serve whiskey. 

38 margarita  (KD) This is a classic and very popular 

cocktail made from tequila, cointreau, 

lime juice and also salt on the rim of 

the glass. 

39 poco grande (T) This is a type of glassware in the bar 

that is used for serving alcohol and 

also non-alcohol drinks. 

40 hurricane (T) This is a type of glassware in the bar 

is used to serve Long drink such as 

long island ice tea and also hurricane.  

41 collin  (T) This is a type of glassware used to 

serve Collin drink. Collin drink is 

made from Gin. 

42 polishing (T) The term used to clean bar tools from 

residual water after washing it in the 

water. 

43 clear-up (S) Cleaning the bar counter or bar table 

area of drinks that have been drunk 

by guests. 

44 groceries (I) Ingredients used to enrich the taste 

and aroma of mixed drink such as 

milk, cream, sugar, salt, juice, 

Tabasco, cloves and cinnamon sticks. 

45 taking order  (S) It is the most specific thing at the bar, 

namely the term used when the bar 

waiter serves guests who are ready to 

order drinks.  

46 mixing drink (M) Blend the drinks such as alcohol with 

fruit or fruit flavors so that it has a 

good taste and according to guest 

orders. 

47 serving drink  (S) The term used when the bar waiter 

serves the drinks to guests. This term 

can be used in the bar or in the 

restaurant. 

48 check 

satisfaction  

(S) A term used to check whether the 

guest is satisfied with the drink and 

service provided at the bar or not. 

49 upselling (S) Term used to ask or offer another 

drink after the guest has finished 

enjoying the first drink purchased. 

50 wine  (KD) Alcoholic beverages which have the 

basic ingredients from fermentation 

of grapes. 

51 mocktail 

(squash)  

(KD) Non-alcoholic drink or beverages at 

the bar. 
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52 stirring  (M) A method used by bartenders in 

mixing the drinks using a bar spoon. 

53 long bar spoon  (T) Tool used by bartender to stirring the 

drinks  

54 martini  (M) The type of alcoholic drink is made 

from gin and vermouth added with 

garnish with olive. 

55 strain (M) The term used by bartenders to strain 

ice foam or other substance from the 

drinks. 

56 shaking  (M) The method used by the bartender to 

shake all ingredients of cocktail or 

mocktail drink. 

57 blending  (M) Method for making the ingredients of 

the drink becomes smooth. 

58 muddling (M) Method for crushing beverage 

ingredients. 

59 frappe (KD) Spirits or alcoholic beverages served 

with crushed in serving this drink, the 

type of glassware used is old 

fashioned glass. 

60 par-stock  (T) Note of the number of bottles of each 

drink needed in a day at a bar. 

61 beverage 

requisitions 

(T) 

 

This is made in the form of a special 

letter to give permission to add drinks 

or ingredients that have run out at the 

bar. The function is to make it easier 

for the bartender in controlling the 

drinks that enter to the bar. 

62 blend  (M) Method used by bartender in mixing 

drinks at the bar. 

63 grind (M) Method used by bartender to pound 

or crush the ingredients of beverages. 

64 long drink  (KD) Drinks at the bar served to the guest 

more than 8cl. 

65 simple syrup (I) Syrup made from pure sugar solution 

added with water is used to give a 

sweet taste to the drink. 

66 mug  (T) Glassware used to serve beer to 

guests. 

67 proof (I) It is a term that refers to the strength 

of an alcohol content in a spirit drink. 

68 pouring drink (M) The basic drinks available at the bar 

served by pouring it if the guest 

wants more the drink and the drink 

will be poured again by the bartender. 

69 on the rock  (S) Term for ordering drinks only with 

ice for example whiskey on the rock. 

70 pitcher (T) Jug for beer. 
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71 sparkling  (KD) Types of sparkling wine that have a 

sweet taste and can be produced all 

over the world. 

72 spot  (M) Stains from the rest of the drink on 

the bar glass. 

73 sugar lip  (I) The decoration for drink from sugar. 

74 sugar rim  (I) Glass rim decoration made from 

colored sugar powder so that it makes 

the drink look beautiful. 

75 under liner   (T) The tool used as a base to put the 

glass on the table. 

76 spirit (KD) Term alcoholic drinks at the bar. 

These include vodka, ram, gin, 

tequila, whiskey and brandy. 

77 bitters (KD) Herbal alcoholic added to other 

cocktail to make the cocktail taste is 

stronger.  

78 burnt (KD) Alcohol drink made with martinis 

and added with whiskey scotch.  

79 call drink (S) The specific name when the guests at 

the bar want to order the drink 

through tells the brand of the 

beverage.  

80 chaser (KD) Soft drink added with long drink. 

This is a type of beverage in the bar. 

81 dash (M) Spritzer or a few drops of an 

ingredients added in the drink.  

82 layering (M) It is the way to make beverage has 

layer through the heavier alcohol 

goes on bottom and the lighter 

alcohol add to make it on the top of 

beverages. 

83 shooter (S) Term in the bar that means one or 

two ounce serving of liquor served 

directly to guests.  

84 dirty (M) The way to make the martini alcohol 

dirty through add olive oil juice to a 

martini.  

85 flame (M) Setting a drink on fire. 

86 premium  (KD) It is the most expensive liquor and it 

is top-shelf liquor. 

87 rim  (M) The way to make decorate a glass 

using a lime or water lime.  

88 float (M) When one alcohol sits on top of 

another alcohol in a shooter glass. 

89 frost (M) The way to make the glass becomes 

frozen. 

90 rock  (S) This means the beverages add with 

ice cube. 
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91 sangria (KD) Beverage that has a red color mixed 

wine with fruit and herbs.  

92 neat (S) The beverage served without ice 

cube.  

93 pony (M) It is also called pony shot means one 

gulp in drinking 30 ml liquor. 

94 free pour (M) Mix beverages without measuring the 

device. 

95 sour (M) The taste of the drink obtained from 

mix lime or it can also be mixed with 

a margarita in a cocktail. It is also a 

combination of spirit drink, fruit juice 

and sugar. 

96 aperitif cocktail (KD) Cocktail that is serving before eating. 

The benefit is to stimulate the 

appetite.  

97 pub (T) It means public house this is one 

types of bar to enjoy the drink. 

98 well-drink (KD) Refers to the beverages that do not 

tell the brand of the liquor when the 

bartender mix it.  

99 virgin (KD) It means non-alcoholic drink. This is 

the term is used by guest when they 

want to order the drink without 

alcohol in the bar. 

100 toddy (KD) This is a sweet drink from liquor and 

hot water. 

101 order pad (T) This is special paper used to take a 

note guest’s order. 

102 ale (KD) Beer that has a very strong hop aroma 

and this beer have bitter taste than 

regular beer.  

103 citronelle syrup (I) Solution of sugar and water then 

mixed with a solution of lemon. 

104 filtering beer (M) The process to make beer clear and 

the color is bright through give 

finings into the beer. 

105 langer (KD) This is beer that has bright color and 

has a lighter taste with carbon dioxide 

more than regular beer. 

106 frappe (KD) Spirit or alcohol drink served with 

crushed ice and served with old 

fashioned glass. 

107 GPA (M) General Purposes Attendant  

108 V.S.O.P (KD) Very Superior Old Pale is the term 

used to measure the quality of brandy 

that are 10-12 years old. 

109 brut / nature  (M) Term that refers to the very bland 

taste of sparkling wine. 
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110 extra dry (M) Term that refers to the less bland or 

less dry taste of sparkling wine. 

 

APPENDIX 3 

JARGON IN THE FORM OF WORD 

No Jargons Word Category Meaning 

1 beverages noun All of the drink such as 

alcohol and non-alcohol drink 

at the bar. 

2 supplies noun Supplies are important 

complementary ingredients of 

a drink that are needed for 

preparation in making and 

serving drinks. 

3 garnish noun Garnish is a drink decoration 

made from fruit which serves 

to make the drink more 

attractive so that guests are 

interested to taste the drink in 

the bar. 

4 utensils noun  Utensils are small tools used 

in bars and these tools are easy 

to move to other places in the 

bar area. The examples of 

utensils are jigger, fruit knife, 

stirrer, and also long bar 

spoon. 

5 sink noun  Bar equipment made of 

stainless steel which the 

function as a place to wash bar 

equipment and it is equipped 

with hot and cold water. 

6 preparation noun Bartender activities in 

preparing bar before it open 

such as cleaning the bar area, 

preparing the drinks and 

making garnishes. 

7 liqueur noun Spirit or alcoholic drinks 

added with fruit or herb 

flavors such as ginger. The 

taste is sweet. 

8 service verb In the hotel terms, especially 

in bar service is present or 

treats the guest and provides 

the food and beverages to 

guests. The service provided 

must be good. 
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9 chiller noun Refrigerator the function is to 

make the beverage cool. 

10 shaker noun The tool used to mix drinks 

with the shaking method. 

11 strainer noun It is also called filtering is a 

tool used to strain ice foam or 

other substance from the 

drinks. 

12 jigger noun Tool used to measure the 

spirit or liquor. 

13 pourer noun Special tool made from rubber 

or can be made from plastic 

that is attached to the top of 

the bottle. 

14 muddler noun Tool used by bartender to 

muddling fruits herbs in order 

to release flavor. 

15 zester/ peeler noun The tool used to make garnish 

which is lemon peel. 

16 funnel noun A tool used for putting drink 

into bottle so that the drink 

does not spill. 

17 champagne noun The alcoholic wine is made in 

the champagne region in 

France. 

18 cocktail noun The term which means 

alcoholic drinks at the bar. 

19 margarita noun This is a classic and very 

popular cocktail made from 

tequila, cointreau, lime juice 

and also salt on the rim of the 

glass. 

20 hurricane noun This is a type of glassware in 

the bar is used to serve Long 

drink such as long island ice 

tea and also hurricane. 

21 collin noun This is a type of glassware 

used to serve Collin drink. 

Collin drink is made from 

Gin. 

22 polishing verb The term used to clean bar 

tools from residual water after 

washing it in the water. 

23 groceries noun Ingredients used to enrich the 

taste and aroma of mixed 

drink such as milk, cream, 

sugar, salt, juice, Tabasco, 

cloves and cinnamon sticks. 
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24 wine  noun Alcoholic beverages which 

have the basic ingredients 

from fermentation of grapes. 

25 stirring verb A method used by bartenders 

in mixing the drinks using a 

bar spoon. 

26 martini noun The type of alcoholic drink is 

made from gin and vermouth 

added with garnish with olive. 

27 strain verb The method used by 

bartenders to strain ice foam 

or other substance from the 

drinks. 

28 shaking verb The method used by the 

bartender to shake all 

ingredients of cocktail or 

mocktail drink. 

29 blending verb Method for making the 

ingredients of the drink 

becomes smooth. 

30 muddling verb Method for crushing beverage 

ingredients. 

31 frappe noun Spirits or alcoholic beverages 

served with crushed in serving 

this drink, the type of 

glassware used is old 

fashioned glass. 

32 blend verb Method used by bartender in 

mixing drinks at the bar. 

33 grind verb Method used by bartender to 

pound or crush the ingredients 

of beverages. 

34 mug noun Glassware used to serve beer 

to guests. 

35 proof noun It is a term that refers to the 

strength of an alcohol content 

in a spirit drink. 

36 pitcher noun Jug for beer. 

37 sparkling noun Types of sparkling wine that 

have a sweet taste and can be 

produced all over the world. 

38 spot noun Stains from the rest of the 

drink on the bar glass. 

39 spirit noun Term alcoholic drinks at the 

bar. These include vodka, 

ram, gin, tequila, whiskey and 

brandy. 
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40 bitters noun Herbal alcoholic added to 

other cocktail to make the 

cocktail taste is stronger. 

41 burnt noun Alcohol drink made with 

martinis and added with 

whiskey scotch. 

42 chaser noun Soft drink added with long 

drink. This is a type of 

beverage in the bar. 

43 dash verb Spritzer or a few drops of an 

ingredients added in the drink. 

44 layering verb It is the way to make beverage 

has layer through the heavier 

alcohol goes on bottom and 

the lighter alcohol add to 

make it on the top of 

beverages. 

45 shooter verb Term in the bar that means 

one or two ounce serving of 

liquor served directly to 

guests. 

46 dirty adjective The way to make the martini 

alcohol dirty through add 

olive oil juice to a martini. 

47 flame verb Setting a drink on fire. 

48 premium noun It is the most expensive liquor 

and it is top-shelf liquor. 

49 rim verb The way to make decorate a 

glass using a lime or water 

lime. 

50 float verb When one alcohol sits on top 

of another alcohol in a shooter 

glass. 

51 frost verb The way to make the glass 

becomes frozen. 

52 rock noun This means the beverages add 

with ice cube. 

53 sangria noun Beverage that has a red color 

mixed wine with fruit and 

herbs. 

54 neat noun The beverage served without 

ice cube. 

55 pony verb It is also called pony shot 

means one gulp in drinking 30 

ml liquor. 

56 sour adjective The taste of the drink obtained 

from mix lime or it can also be 

mixed with a margarita in a 

cocktail. It is also a 
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combination of spirit drink, 

fruit juice and sugar. 

57 pub noun It means public house this is 

one types of bar to enjoy the 

drink. 

58 virgin noun It means non-alcoholic drink. 

This is the term is used by 

guest when they want to order 

the drink without alcohol in 

the bar. 

59 toddy noun This is a sweet drink from 

liquor and hot water. 

60 ale noun Beer that has a very strong 

hop aroma and this beer have 

bitter taste than regular beer. 

61 langer noun This is beer that has bright 

color and has a lighter taste 

with carbon dioxide more than 

regular beer. 

62 frappe  noun Spirit or alcohol drink served 

with crushed ice and served 

with old fashioned glass. 

63 brut/ nature  adjective  Term that refers to the very 

bland taste of sparkling wine. 

 

APPENDIX 4 

JARGONS IN THE FORM OF PHRASES 

No Jargon Word Category Meaning 

1 bar hand tools noun phrase Any kind of small equipment 

used by bartenders to make 

various types of mixed drinks. 

The examples of bar hand tools 

are shakers, strainers, pourers 

and measuring. 

2 welcome drink noun phrase It is a non-alcoholic drink 

served to guests who have just 

come to the hotel or in the bar, It 

is also served to guests if there 

is a special event at a bar or 

hotel. 

3 mixing glass noun phrase  It is required to mix the 

ingredients for long drinks 

4 hand squeezer adjective phrase A tool used to make fruit juice 

for drinks in the bar. 

5 water goblet noun phrase The type of glassware at the bar 

used to serve mineral water. 
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6 brandy snifter noun phrase The type of glass and it is used 

to served brandy or cognac in 

the bar. 

7 irish coffee noun phrase One type of alcoholic beverage 

is made from whiskey, coffee, 

cream and also sugar or simple 

syrup. 

8 poco grande noun phrase This is a type of glassware in the 

bar that is used for serving 

alcohol and also non-alcohol 

drinks. 

9 taking order verb phrase It is the most specific thing at 

the bar, namely the term used 

when the bar waiter serves 

guests who are ready to order 

drinks. 

10 mixing drink verb phrase  Blend the drinks such as alcohol 

with fruit or fruit flavors so that 

it has a good taste according to 

guest’s orders. 

11 serving drink verb phrase  The term used when the bar 

waiter serves the drinks to 

guests. This term can be used in 

the bar or in the restaurant. 

12 check 

satisfaction 

adjective phrase A term used to check whether 

the guest is satisfied with the 

drink and service provided at the 

bar or not. 

13 long bar spoon noun phrase Tool used by bartender to 

stirring the drinks 

14 beverages 

requisition 

noun phrase This is made in the form of a 

special letter to give permission 

to add drinks or ingredients that 

have run out at the bar. The 

function is to make it easier for 

the bartender in controlling the 

drinks that enter to the bar. 

15 pouring drink verb phrase  The basic drinks available at the 

bar served by pouring it if the 

guest wants more the drink and 

the drink will be poured again 

by the bartender. 

16 on the rock noun phrase Term for ordering drinks only 

with ice for example whiskey on 

the rock. 

17 call drink noun phrase The specific name when the 

guests at the bar want to order 

the drink through tells the brand 

of the beverage. 
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18 free pour verb phrase Mix beverages without 

measuring the device. 

19 aperitif cocktail noun phrase Cocktail that is serving before 

eating. The benefit is to 

stimulate the appetite. 

20 filtering beer noun phrase The process to make beer clear 

and the color is bright through 

give finings into the beer. 

21 extra dry adjective phrase  Term that refers to the less bland 

or less dry taste of sparkling 

wine. 

 

APPENDIX 5 

COMPOUNDING 

No Compounding Meaning 

1 glassware This is a very important tool and must be 

available at the bar because it is the types of 

glasses needed in the bar to serve drinks to 

guests at the bar. 

2 bar display Bar display is the most attractive part in the bar 

and is used promotion the bar. The function of 

bar display is as a place to put various types of 

drinks that is sold at the bar and also as a place 

to put glassware. 

3 ice wells This is a tool used to make ice cubes. 

4 speed rack  A place used by bartenders to put bottles or 

syrup to make it easier for bartenders in mixing 

and make drinks for the guest. 

5 glass rack This is a bar utensil that is used as a place to put 

glassware on the bar. 

6 bar table Table in the bar and usually the function is to 

enjoy the drink. The example is bar counter. 

7 cocktail napkin This type of napkin always found in the bar 

made from paper or linens and the function is to 

keep the guest’s hand dry from condensation in 

the glass. 

8 cork screw Tool used to open wine cork. 

9 ice tong Tool used by bartender to add ice or garnish to 

the drinks. 

10 ice crusher A tool used to crush ice cubes. 

11 relish fork A tool used to take garnishes on bottles. 

12 sour glass This is also called sour glass whiskey. This is 

the type of glass in the bar that is used to serve 

whiskey. 

13 clear-up Cleaning the bar counter or bar table area of 

drinks that have been drunk by guests. 
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14 upselling Term used to ask or offer another drink after the 

guest has finished enjoying the first drink 

purchased. 

15 par-stock Note of the number of bottles of each drink 

needed in a day at a bar. 

16 long drink Drinks at the bar served to the guest more than 

8cl. 

17 simple syrup Syrup made from pure sugar solution added with 

water is used to give a sweet taste to the drink. 

18 sugar lip The decoration for drink from sugar. 

19 sugar rim Glass rim decoration made from colored sugar 

powder so that it makes the drink look beautiful. 

20 under liner The tool used as a base to put the glass on the 

table. 

21 well-drink Refers to the beverages that do not tell the brand 

of the liquor when the bartender mix it. 

22 order pad This is special paper used to take a note guest’s 

order. 

23 citronelle syrup Solution of sugar and water then mixed with a 

solution of lemon. 

 

APPENDIX 6 

ABBREVIATIONS 

No Abbreviation Meaning 

1 GPA  General Purposes Attendant. Bar staff that has 

duty to assist in the all area of bar.  

2 VSOP Very Superior Old Pale is the term used to 

measure the quality of brandy that is 10-12 

years old. 

 

APPENDIX 7 

BLENDING  

No Blending Meaning 

1 mocktail Non-alcoholic drink or beverages at the bar. 
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APPENDIX 8 

INFORMATS’ DATA 

The subjects of the study were staff bartender at The Glass House Restaurant-Sanur. The researcher used three staff of bartender as 

informant in this study. The characteristic of informant used in this study were as follows:  

No  Name  CHARACTERISTICS  

  Age  Sex Job Experience  Education  Status  Position  Physically 

and 

Mentally  

Communication 

competence 

(INA-ENG) 

Speech 

Defect  

1 Staff 

bartender 1 

48 M Bartender 15 years D1 Married Restaurant 

Manager   

Healthy  INA-ENG  No 

2 Staff 

Bartender 2 

30 M Bartender 7 years D1 Married Staff 

Bartender 

Healthy  INA-ENG No  

3 Staff 

Bartender 3 

29 M Bartender 8 years Senior high 

school 

Married Staff 

Bartender 

Healthy INA-ENG No 

  

*M = Male 

* F = Female 
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APPENDIX 9 

CHECKLIST 
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APPENDIX 10 

OBSERVATION SHEET 
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